GRAPHIS - TURTLE, EASYGUI
Project alpha version

- Deadline April 25, 2019
- It should be a good beginning. Not necessarily complete but already does something.
- Also describe what are your further plans for developing the project.
- Submit in Moodle.
Second test

- During the practice session on May 2, 2019.
- Duration 90 minutes, usual duration of the practice session.
- Covers topics from Weeks 7 to 11.
- The format is similar to the first test: a quiz and programming tasks.
- In first part materials not allowed, in second part materials allowed.
- Programming tasks must be solved in Thonny.
Turtle

forward()  backward()  left()  right()
pendown()  penup()
color()  begin_fill()  end_fill()
showturtle()  hideturtle()
exitonclick()
EasyGUI

`buttonbox()`  `choicebox()`  `enterbox()`  `integerbox()`  `msgbox()`